IC3D PETg Filament: Now available on LulzBot.com!

LOVELAND, CO, USA-Aleph Objects, Inc., manufacturer of LulzBot 3D Printers, added IC3D PETg filament to their diverse range of over 30 filament types available for purchase! This material is the second certified Open Source Hardware filament available on LulzBot.com.

IC3D PETg is an excellent material for mechanical and robotics applications due to its combination of strength, ductility, dimensional accuracy, and high chemical resistance properties. The combination of reliability and ease of use will make IC3D PETg a popular choice for a myriad of 3D printing applications.

“IC3D’s commitment to Open Source Hardware filament and to delivering premium quality products pairs perfectly with LulzBot 3D Printers,” Aleph Objects Product Specialist Adam Straight said. “We are excited to support IC3D PETg as a new addition to our expanding ecosystem of reliability and innovation.”

IC3D ABS was the first-ever certified Open Source Hardware filament, announced at RAPID+TCT 2017 in Pittsburgh. As the 3D printing industry evolves, a Free/Libre/Open Source platform that respects user freedom is crucial for continued innovation.

Every material sold on LulzBot.com features custom-developed print profiles in Cura LE. Learn more about the over 30 materials fully supported on the LulzBot platform at LulzBot.com/filament

- more -
Praise for LulzBot Desktop 3D Printers
LulzBot Desktop 3D Printers are widely acclaimed by critics and customers alike for reliability, robustness, respect for user freedom, ease of use, excellent customer support, and extensive documentation.

Praise for the LulzBot TAZ
*All3DP* 2017/2018 “Best Large Format Printer”  
*Make:* 2016 Guide “Best Overall”  
*Make:* 2016 Guide “Outstanding Open Source”  
*3D Printing Industry* “Top 3D Printer Under $2,500”

Praise for the LulzBot Mini
*All3DP* 2017/2018 “Editor's Choice”  
*Make:* 2018 Guide “Best for Education”  
*Inc.* “15 Coolest Products of 2015”  
*Tom's Guide* “Best Intermediate 3D Printer 2018”  
*Tech Radar* “10 Best 3D Printers 2015”

About Aleph Objects, Inc.
Founded in January 2011 and built on the philosophy of freedom, Aleph Objects, Inc. is a Free Software, Libre Innovation, and Open Source Hardware company. Headquartered in Loveland, Colorado, USA, Aleph Objects designs, develops, and manufactures the LulzBot line of 3D printers, parts, and plastics; tools for evolved making. Learn more online at LulzBot.com.

Praise for Aleph Objects
*Inc. 500* Computer Hardware Company (#2 2017, #1 2016)  
Top 250 Private Companies (*CoBizMag*)  
Colorado Companies to Watch – Winner (*CCTW*)  
Colorado Company of the Year – Runner-Up (*CTA*)
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